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(54) BLADELESS FAN AND AIR OUTLET CYLINDER THEREOF

(57) A bladeless fan and an air outlet cylinder thereof.
The air outlet cylinder comprises an air cylinder (1) and
a nozzle (2); the air cylinder (1) is provided with an air
inlet (11) for receiving airflows, and an internal channel
(12); the front-end sidewall of the air cylinder (1) is pro-
vided with an opening (13) extending longitudinally there-
through; the inner wall surface at each of two sides of
the opening (13) in the air cylinder (1) is separately pro-
vided with a limiting groove (14) extending longitudinally
therethrough; the nozzle (2) comprises a mouth part (21)
embedded in the opening (13), and two airflow guiding
parts (22, 23) respectively embedded in the correspond-
ing limiting grooves (14); multiple air outlet slits (211)
positioned on the same straight line are longitudinally
spaced on the mouth part (21); airflows received in the
internal channel (12) are outwards sprayed from the air
outlet slits (211) by virtue of the guiding effect of the two
airflow guiding parts (22, 23). The bladeless fan compris-
es a base, and the air outlet cylinder supported by the
base. The air outlet cylinder facilitates centralization of
airflows for outward spraying to improve the wind power
of the fan and increase an effective air supply distance,
and furthermore, has advantages such as a fast airflow
flowing speed, uniform spraying, a high air volume, low
noise, a novel and beautiful shape, less occupied space,
and convenience in manufacturing.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to the technical
field of fan, and more specifically relates to a bladeless
fan and an air outlet cylinder thereof.
[0002] Nowadays, an air outlet portion of a bladeless
fan is usually circular in shape, comprising a circular pas-
sage for receiving a basic air stream and a circular vent
for ejecting the basic air stream, and also comprising a
circular opening that guides external air to a proximity of
the circular vent to mix with the basic air stream ejected
out from the circular vent. Such an air outlet portion is
structurally defective during use in respect of the follow-
ing aspects:

1. The basic air stream ejected out from the circular
vent is dispersed and not focused. Therefore, when
the fan is used distal from the user, the user can only
experience the air stream ejected out from the cir-
cular vent having a slow speed and a small volume.
As such, wind generated by the fan is not effective
to achieve quick cooling purpose for the user.
2. The circular passage create a circular pathway for
the basic air stream inside the air outlet portion, but
this leads to uneven distribution of the air stream in
the circular passage, and thus the uneven ejection
of air stream.
3. Large space is required and is therefore disad-
vantageous to disposition, use, and storage etc.
4. The fan is noisy, especially when the fan is re-
quired to provide high speed air stream. The noise
is particularly acute when the impeller of the fan cuts
into the air when it rotates at a high speed. As such,
the noise significantly affects the environment of use.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0003] In view of the disadvantages now present in the
prior art, the present invention provides a bladeless fan
which is structurally small and which has a novel and
aesthetical design. Also provided is an air outlet cylinder
of the bladeless fan. The present invention can increase
the wind power of the fan and the effective wind distance,
with higher speed of the air stream and more even ejec-
tion of the air stream. Further, the present invention has
reduced noise, occupies less space, and is easy to man-
ufacture etc.
[0004] The objects of the present invention are
achieved through the following technical solutions:
An air outlet cylinder of a bladeless fan, comprising a
cylinder and a nozzle; the cylinder is provided with an air
inlet that receives an air stream, and an internal passage;
a front side wall of the cylinder is provided with an opening
running longitudinally through an upper side and a lower
side of the cylinder; a position limiting groove also running
longitudinally through the upper side and the lower side

of the cylinder is provided on an inner wall surface of the
cylinder inside the cylinder at each of two sides of the
opening; the nozzle comprises a mouth portion inserted
into the opening, and a first air stream guiding portion
and a second air stream guiding portion each inserted
into the corresponding position limiting groove; a plurality
of air outlet slits spaced apart from one another are ar-
ranged on the mouth portion longitudinally along a same
longitudinally line; the air stream received by the internal
passage is ejected externally through the plurality of air
outlet slits under guiding effect of the first air stream guid-
ing portion and the second air stream guiding portion.
[0005] Further, the plurality of air outlet slits have equal
widths each being 1-5mm.
[0006] Further, the plurality of air outlet slits have equal
widths each being 1.5-3mm.
[0007] Further, each of the first air stream guiding por-
tion and the second air stream guiding portion has a slant-
ed wing structure; the first air stream guiding portion and
the second air stream guiding portion are configured to
face each other to form a Y shape when viewing from
the upper side of the cylinder, thereby forming an air
stream guiding opening having a tapered shape tapered
along an outlet direction of the air stream between the
first air stream guiding portion and the second air stream
guiding portion.
[0008] Further, each of the air outlet slits is flat and
vertical; the mouth portion is provided with air collection
openings also in tapered shape tapered along the outlet
direction of the air stream, configured correspondingly at
inner ends of the air outlet slits respectively; a narrower
end of each air collection opening is in communication
with the inner end of the corresponding air outlet slit; a
wider end of each air collection opening is in communi-
cation with a narrower end of the air stream guiding open-
ing.
[0009] Further, two side walls of each of the air collec-
tion openings are slanted surfaces tapered along the out-
let direction of the air stream; an included angle between
the first air stream guiding portion and the second air
stream guiding portion is greater than an included angle
between the two side walls of each of the air collection
openings.
[0010] Further, each pair of adjacent air outlet slits are
separated by a rib; the rib is integrally connected with
two side walls of each of the corresponding pair of adja-
cent air outlet slits; an outer surface of the rib does not
protrude out of a front surface of each of the correspond-
ing pair of adjacent air outlet slits; a width of the rib ex-
tends from the outer surface thereof inwardly till the wider
end of a corresponding air collection opening.
[0011] Further, two ends of the first air stream guiding
portion is provided with a first abutting portion and a sec-
ond abutting portion respectively that abut against two
side walls of a corresponding position limiting groove re-
spectively; two ends of the second air stream guiding
portion is provided with a third abutting portion and a
fourth abutting portion respectively that abut against two
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side walls of another corresponding position limiting
groove respectively.
[0012] Further, the cylinder is made of metal, and has
an elongated cylindrical structure; the upper side and the
lower side of the cylinder are openings; the opening of
the upper side is covered by a circular plastic seal cap;
the opening of the lower side is said air inlet; the nozzle
is a plastic structure integrally molded as a one whole
piece.
[0013] A bladeless fan, comprising a base and an air
outlet cylinder supported by the base; an air stream chan-
nel, an impeller generating an air stream, and a motor
are provided inside the base; air inlet openings of the air
stream channel are provided at an outer surface of the
base; an air outlet end of the air stream channel is con-
nected with the air outlet cylinder; the air outlet cylinder
comprises a cylinder and a nozzle; the cylinder is provid-
ed with an air inlet that receives the air stream, and an
internal passage; a front side wall of the cylinder is pro-
vided with an opening running longitudinally through an
upper side and a lower side of the cylinder; a position
limiting groove also running longitudinally through the up-
per side and the lower side of the cylinder is provided on
an inner wall surface of the cylinder inside the cylinder
at each of two sides of the opening; the nozzle comprises
a mouth portion inserted into the opening, and a first air
stream guiding portion and a second air stream guiding
portion each inserted into the corresponding position lim-
iting groove; a plurality of air outlet slits spaced apart from
one another are arranged on the mouth portion longitu-
dinally along a same longitudinally line; the air stream
received by the internal passage is ejected externally
through the plurality of air outlet slits under guiding effect
by the first air stream guiding portion and the second air
stream guiding portion.
[0014] The present invention has the following benefi-
cial effects compared with the prior art:

Firstly, air outlets of the air outlet cylinder are con-
figured as longitudinally arranged air outlet slits that
facilitate the air stream to be compressed and fo-
cused before ejecting outwardly, thereby increasing
the wind power of the fan the effective wind distance.
Secondly, the present invention provides the air
stream guiding opening and the air collection open-
ings in the cylinder. Since the air stream guiding
opening and the air collection openings are config-
ured as having a tapered guiding structure tapered
along the outlet direction of the air stream, the speed
of the air stream is multiplied when it flows towards
the air outlet slits. As such, the speed of the ejected
air stream is increased, and a higher volume of wind
can be provided, thereby achieving quick cooling ef-
fect for the users.
Thirdly, the air outlet cylinder of the present invention
has a small volume. Not only does it occupy less
space and thus facilitating disposition and storage,
but also it helps develop a stream of highly pressu-

rized air quickly inside the cylinder for ejection, there-
by further increasing the speed of ejection of the air
stream. Also, the air outlet cylinder adopts a sepa-
rable structure constituted by the cylinder and the
nozzle, therefore the air outlet cylinder is specifically
suitable to be made by two different kinds of mate-
rials, for example, metal for the cylinder and plastics
for the nozzle. As such, the air outlet cylinder can
appear more high-class and aesthetically pleasing.
Also, production of the product can be facilitated,
and the yield rate of the product can be increased.
Finally, the internal passage of the air outlet cylinder
is configured as a longitudinal passage. Therefore,
air stream in the internal passage can be evenly dis-
tributed, thereby ensuring that the air stream is even-
ly ejected.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015]

FIG. 1 is a schematic perspective view of the air out-
let cylinder of the bladeless fan of the present inven-
tion.
FIG. 2 is an exploded view of the air outlet cylinder
of the bladeless fan of the present invention.
FIG. 3 is a front view of the air outlet cylinder of the
bladeless fan of the present invention.
FIG .4 is a sectional view along line A-A of FIG. 3.
FIG. 5 is a sectional view along line B-B of FIG. 3.
FIG. 6 is an enlarged view of portion C indicated in
FIG. 3.
FIG. 7 is a top plan view of the cylinder of the present
invention.
FIG. 8 is a top plan view of the nozzle of the present
invention.
FIG. 9 is a front view of the bladeless fan of the
present invention.
FIG. 10 is a sectional view along line D-D of FIG. 9.
FIG. 11 is a sectional view along line E-E of FIG. 9.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0016] The present invention will be further described
in detail below with reference to an embodiment as illus-
trated by the accompanying drawings.
[0017] FIGs. 1-8 illustrate a preferred embodiment of
an air outlet cylinder of a bladeless fan according to the
present invention, comprising a cylinder 1 and a nozzle
2; the cylinder is provided with an air inlet 11 that receives
air stream, and an internal passage 12; a front side wall
of the cylinder 1 is provided with an opening 13 running
longitudinally through an upper side and a lower side of
the cylinder; a position limiting groove 14 also running
longitudinally through the upper side and the lower side
of the cylinder is provided on an inner wall surface of the
cylinder inside the cylinder at each of two sides of the
opening 13. The nozzle 2 comprises a mouth portion 21
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inserted into the opening 13, and a first air stream guiding
portion 22 and a second air stream guiding portion 23
each inserted into a corresponding position limiting
groove 14. A plurality of air outlet slits 211 spaced apart
from one another are arranged on the mouth portion 21
longitudinally along a same longitudinally line; the air
stream received by the internal passage 12 is ejected
externally through the plurality of air outlet slits 211.
[0018] Preferably, the plurality of air outlet slits 211
have equal widths being 1-5mm; more preferably, the
plurality of air outlet slits 211 have equal widths being
1.5-3mm.
[0019] Each of the first air stream guiding portion 22
and the second air stream guiding portion 23 has a slant-
ed wing structure; the first air stream guiding portion 22
and the second air stream guiding portion 23 are config-
ured to face each other to form a Y shape when viewing
from a top side of the cylinder, thereby forming an air
stream guiding opening 3 having a tapered shape ta-
pered along an outlet direction of the air stream between
the first air stream guiding portion 22 and the second air
stream guiding portion 23. Each of the air outlet slits 211
is flat and vertical. The mouth portion 21 is provided with
air collection openings 212 also in tapered shape tapered
along the outlet direction of the air stream, configured
correspondingly at inner ends of the air outlet slits 211
respectively. A narrower end of each air collection open-
ing 212 is in communication with the inner end of the
corresponding air outlet slit 211. The wider end of each
air collection opening 212 is in communication with a nar-
rower end of the air stream guiding opening 3. According
to these structural arrangements, speed of the air stream
is multiplied when the air stream guiding opening 3 guides
the air stream in the internal passage 12 towards the air
collection openings 212, and the speed of the air stream
further increases when the air collection openings 212
guide the air stream towards the respective air outlet slits
211. As a result, a high speed jet of air stream will come
out from the air outlet slits 211.
[0020] Two side walls 2121, 2122 of each of the air
collection openings 212 are slanted surfaces tapered
along the outlet direction of the air stream. An included
angle between the first air stream guiding portion 22 and
the second air stream guiding portion 23 is greater than
an included angle between the two side walls 2121, 2122
of each of the air collection openings 212. Preferably, the
included angle between the first air stream guiding por-
tion 22 and the second air stream guiding portion 23 is
90-150 degrees, and the included angle between the two
side walls 2121, 2122 of each of the air collection open-
ings 212 is 30-60 degrees.
[0021] Each pair of adjacent air outlet slits 211 are sep-
arated by a rib 24, so that the air stream can be evenly
distributed during ejection. The rib 24 is integrally con-
nected with two side walls of each of the corresponding
pair of adjacent air outlet slits 211; an outer surface of
the rib 24 does not protrude out of a front surface of each
of the corresponding pair of adjacent air outlet slits 211.

A width of the rib extends from the outer surface thereof
inwardly till the wider end of a corresponding air collection
opening 212.
[0022] Two ends of the first air stream guiding portion
22 is provided with a first abutting portion 221 and a sec-
ond abutting portion 222 respectively that abut against
two side walls of a corresponding position limiting groove
14 respectively. Two ends of the second air stream guid-
ing portion 23 is provided with a third abutting portion 231
and a fourth abutting portion 232 respectively that abut
against two side walls of another corresponding position
limiting groove 14 respectively.
[0023] The cylinder 1 is made with metal, and has an
elongated cylindrical structure. The upper side and the
lower side of the cylinder are openings. The opening 10
of the upper side is covered by a circular plastic seal cap
4; the opening of the lower side is said air inlet 11. The
nozzle 2 is a plastic structure integrally molded as a one
whole piece. Preferably, the cylinder 1 has a dimeter of
30-100mm, and a height of 300-1000mm.
[0024] The principle of the structural arrangements of
the cylinder is described as follows: A cylinder that is
relatively sealed is used to receive an air stream, and the
air stream forms a pressurized stream under a certain
air pressure, and this pressurized stream is further com-
pressed and guided by the air stream guiding opening
and the air collection openings, and is eventually blown
out of the air outlet slits at a front side of the cylinder,
thereby generating a jet stream ejected outwardly at a
high speed.
[0025] As shown in FIGs. 9-11, a bladeless fan provid-
ed by the present invention comprises a base 5 and an
air outlet cylinder supported by the base 5; an air stream
channel 51, an impeller 52 generating an air stream, and
a motor 53 are provided inside the base 5; air inlet open-
ings 511 of the air stream channel 51 are provided at an
outer surface of the base 5; an air outlet end 512 of the
air stream channel is connected with the air outlet cylin-
der; the air outlet cylinder comprises a cylinder 1 and a
nozzle 2; the cylinder 1 is provided with an air inlet 11
that receives the air stream, and an internal passage 12;
a front side wall of the cylinder 1 is provided with an open-
ing 13 running longitudinally through an upper side and
a lower side of the cylinder; a position limiting groove 14
also running longitudinally through the upper side and
the lower side of the cylinder is provided on an inner wall
surface of the cylinder inside the cylinder at each of two
sides of the opening 13; the nozzle 2 comprises a mouth
portion 21 inserted into the opening 13, and a first air
stream guiding portion 22 and a second air stream guid-
ing portion 23 each inserted into a corresponding position
limiting groove 14; a plurality of air outlet slits 211 spaced
apart from one another are arranged on the mouth portion
21 longitudinally along a same longitudinally line; the air
stream received by the internal passage 12 is ejected
externally through the plurality of air outlet slits 211 under
guiding effect by the first air stream guiding portion 22
and the second air stream guiding portion 23.
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[0026] The description above illustrates only a pre-
ferred embodiment of the present invention, and should
not limit the scope of implementing the present invention.
Any simple changes and modifications achieving the
same technical effect as the present invention, made in
accordance with the scope of the present invention and
the contents of the description, should also fall within the
scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. An air outlet cylinder of a bladeless fan, comprising
a cylinder and a nozzle; the cylinder is provided with
an air inlet that receives an air stream, and an internal
passage; a front side wall of the cylinder is provided
with an opening running longitudinally through an
upper side and a lower side of the cylinder; a position
limiting groove also running longitudinally through
the upper side and the lower side of the cylinder is
provided on an inner wall surface of the cylinder in-
side the cylinder at each of two sides of the opening;
the nozzle comprises a mouth portion inserted into
the opening, and a first air stream guiding portion
and a second air stream guiding portion each insert-
ed into the corresponding position limiting groove; a
plurality of air outlet slits spaced apart from one an-
other are arranged on the mouth portion longitudi-
nally along a same longitudinally line; the air stream
received by the internal passage is ejected externally
through the plurality of air outlet slits under guiding
effect of the first air stream guiding portion and the
second air stream guiding portion.

2. The air outlet cylinder as in claim 1, wherein the plu-
rality of air outlet slits have equal widths each being
1-5mm.

3. The air outlet cylinder as in claim 2, wherein the plu-
rality of air outlet slits have equal widths each being
1.5-3mm.

4. The air outlet cylinder as in any one of claims 1-3,
wherein each of the first air stream guiding portion
and the second air stream guiding portion has a
slanted wing structure; the first air stream guiding
portion and the second air stream guiding portion
are configured to face each other to form a Y shape
when viewing from the upper side of the cylinder,
thereby forming an air stream guiding opening hav-
ing a tapered shape tapered along an outlet direction
of the air stream between the first air stream guiding
portion and the second air stream guiding portion.

5. The air outlet cylinder as in claim 4, wherein each of
the air outlet slits is flat and vertical; the mouth portion
is provided with air collection openings also in ta-
pered shape tapered along the outlet direction of the

air stream, configured correspondingly at inner ends
of the air outlet slits respectively; a narrower end of
each air collection opening is in communication with
the inner end of the corresponding air outlet slit; a
wider end of each air collection opening is in com-
munication with a narrower end of the air stream
guiding opening.

6. The air outlet cylinder as in claim 5, wherein two side
walls of each of the air collection openings are slant-
ed surfaces tapered along the outlet direction of the
air stream; an included angle between the first air
stream guiding portion and the second air stream
guiding portion is greater than an included angle be-
tween the two side walls of each of the air collection
openings.

7. The air outlet cylinder as in claim 5 or claim 6, wherein
each pair of adjacent air outlet slits are separated by
a rib; the rib is integrally connected with two side
walls of each of the corresponding pair of adjacent
air outlet slits; an outer surface of the rib does not
protrude out of a front surface of each of the corre-
sponding pair of adjacent air outlet slits; a width of
the rib extends from the outer surface thereof inward-
ly till the wider end of a corresponding air collection
opening.

8. The air outlet cylinder as in any one of claims 1-3,
wherein two ends of the first air stream guiding por-
tion is provided with a first abutting portion and a
second abutting portion respectively that abut
against two side walls of a corresponding position
limiting groove respectively; two ends of the second
air stream guiding portion is provided with a third
abutting portion and a fourth abutting portion respec-
tively that abut against two side walls of another cor-
responding position limiting groove respectively.

9. The air outlet cylinder as in any one of claims 1-3,
wherein the cylinder is made of metal, and has an
elongated cylindrical structure; the upper side and
the lower side of the cylinder are openings; the open-
ing of the upper side is covered by a circular plastic
seal cap; the opening of the lower side is said air
inlet; the nozzle is a plastic structure integrally mold-
ed as a one whole piece.

10. A bladeless fan, comprising a base and an air outlet
cylinder supported by the base; wherein an air
stream channel, an impeller generating an air
stream, and a motor are provided inside the base;
air inlet openings of the air stream channel are pro-
vided at an outer surface of the base; an air outlet
end of the air stream channel is connected with the
air outlet cylinder; the air outlet cylinder comprises
a cylinder and a nozzle; the cylinder is provided with
an air inlet that receives the air stream, and an inter-
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nal passage; a front side wall of the cylinder is pro-
vided with an opening running longitudinally through
an upper side and a lower side of the cylinder; a
position limiting groove also running longitudinally
through the upper side and the lower side of the cyl-
inder is provided on an inner wall surface of the cyl-
inder inside the cylinder at each of two sides of the
opening; the nozzle comprises a mouth portion in-
serted into the opening, and a first air stream guiding
portion and a second air stream guiding portion each
inserted into the corresponding position limiting
groove; a plurality of air outlet slits spaced apart from
one another are arranged on the mouth portion lon-
gitudinally along a same longitudinally line; the air
stream received by the internal passage is ejected
externally through the plurality of air outlet slits under
guiding effect by the first air stream guiding portion
and the second air stream guiding portion.
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